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Paranormal Pop Culture Update for July 10th, 2015
Movie of the Week
Written and Directed by Chris Lofing and Travis Cluff, The Gallows is the newest horror movie
to hit the theaters! Twenty years after an accident caused the death of the lead actor during a
high school play, students at the same small town school resurrect the failed stage production in
a misguided attempt to honor the anniversary of the tragedy. They soon discover though that
some things are better left alone. Starring Cassidy Gifford and Pfeifer Brown, The Gallows is out
in theaters July 10th! Check out the trailer below:

Premiering on TV this Week
The second season of Dominion premieres this week! In the first season, God vanishes, and in
his absence the archangel Gabriel and his army of lower angels wage war against mankind –
believing them to be the cause of God's absence. Although most higher angels remain neutral,
Gabriel has convinced the lower angels, the "dogs of Heaven," called "eight-balls" by humans
for their black eyes, to fight alongside him. 25 years later, mankind survives in a few fortified
cities. The Archangel Michael has chosen to side with humanity against Gabriel, living among
humans in the fortified city of Vega (once Las Vegas) until the time a prophesied savior appears
to save mankind. The second season of Dominion premiered on July 9th on the Syfy network.

Book of the Week
Written by Kim Stanley Robinson, the new novel Aurora is out this week! Generations ago, a
starship left Earth with plans to set up a colony in the Tau Ceti system. Aurora begins in the final
stage of the journey, with the ship only a few years out. Early on we’re introduced to a young
teen, Freya, the daughter of the ship’s chief engineer, Devi. We follow Freya through
adolescence and growing older, documenting the problems the ship faces as landfall nears: a
host of mechanical/environmental issues, biological obstacles, and social problems. Eventually,
the colonists come face to face with the basic question of viability — is this mission even
possible? Aurora was available on Amazon.com on July 7th!

Event of the Week
Ideal Event Manage is hosting a paranormal investigation at the Old South Pittsburg Hospital in
the US! Old South Pittsburg Hospital is known for being one of the most haunted locations in
Tennessee, if not the entire south. Over the years since it closed, there have been many reports
of unusual and paranormal activity relayed from South Pittsburgh residents, former employees,
media, investigators and teams. This activity includes, but not limited to day time and night time
photos, being touched, full body apparitions, black shadow people, strange balls of light,
disembodied voices calling out to you, doors slamming of their own will, and sounds of
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footsteps. The paranormal investigation at the Old South Pittsburg Hospital in the US will be on
July 11th from 5PM to 1AM. Get your tickets now at www.idealeventmanage.com!
Be sure to listen to the pop culture update during the Paranormal Galaxy Radio show with Alan
Cox and Sherrie Wilkolaski every Thursday at 5 PM EST.
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